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Dec 01, 2021 - Jetta 1.5T: Chill as can be. Before the midcycle refresh, the Jetta found power from a 1.4-liter EA211 turbocharged four-cylinder gas engine. Now, it shares a …

Aug 26, 2020 - For propulsion, both models use the combination of a 1.4-litre TSI engine (EA211) with 110 kW (150 PS) and an electric drive motor of the HEM80evo type, which generates a peak power output of up to 80 kW (110 PS). The TSI develops a torque of 250 Nm and the electric drive motor produces 330 Nm.

Dec 01, 2021 - For 2022, VW has updated the (only) engine choice for all non-GLI Jettas. It’s the EA211 four-cylinder turbo that’s also implanted in the …

Sep 29, 2020 - Discussion forum for the 20-valve 1.8 liter turbocharged 4-cylinder engine found in the Audi A3, S3, A4, Golf/Jetta MkIV, New Beetle, Passat, TT, etc. 1.7M 238M

The Volkswagen Arteon is a compact executive five-door liftback/shooting-brake manufactured by German manufacturer Volkswagen. The Arteon was unveiled on 6 March 2017, at the Geneva Motor Show, and at the Chicago Auto Show for the North American market. It is direct successor to the CC, however Volkswagen announced that the Arteon is positioned to be more upmarket …

The Volkswagen Passat (B8) is a mid-size car manufactured by Volkswagen that is available in a 4-door saloon and a 5-door estate body style sold as "Variant" in some markets. It was first introduced at the Volkswagen Design Center Potsdam on 3 July 2014. The B8 is the eighth-generation model in the Volkswagen Passat series and the first passenger vehicle of …

The 1.2 R4 TSI/TFSI (EA111 family) is a 1.2-liter four-cylinder gasoline turbocharged engine firstly introduced for VW Golf Mk6 and Polo Mk5 in late 2005. This engine partly replaced the same displacement naturally aspirated version of the EA111 series but with three cylinders - …

VW 3.0 V6 TDI Engine Problems and Reliability. The technically sophisticated 3.0 TDI requires a lot of effort and money for any repair. Based on consumer reports, unfortunately, the 3.0 TDI V6 is almost unable to pass 200,000 miles without an overhaul.
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